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1: The Winter Of Her Discontent Chapter 1, a doctor who fanfic | FanFiction
The Winter of Her Discontent is the second book in the Rosie Winter series by Kathryn Miller Haines and it's a winner for
sure. Rosie, our intrepid heroine, finds out early on that her friend Al has been fingered as the murderer of a fellow
actress but she's not buying it.

I thought the qualifying process for Time Lords was objective. Is there some sort of quota? The Doctor saw
the interlocking complexities of issues; Leela could cut them down to their basics. Tegan liked hearing from
both of them. The closer the students get to the final evaluation, the more some of them act up. They are given
a lot of leeway; after all, they are the future of Gallifrey. Sadly, some candidates have committed suicide on
failure to qualify. Those who are so mentally unstable are weeded out far earlier. Those would have been
loaded words on Earth. She could see right away that Andred did not like being pinned down on this question.
Not for the world would Tegan ever tell her that she sounded like a fortune cookie. To be in the same room
with Leela was like finding a foothold of reality in the landscape of a nightmare. She recognized and stated the
obvious. Tegan used to think that was boring, but she was fervently glad of it now. Leela was still speaking.
You would like that. Those Gallifreyans who have chosen to separate themselves from modern society live
there. Occasionally, people have been deliberately made outcast. They stared at her, and she explained. They
prefer a simpler life. Like the Citadel-dwellers they pursue wisdom, but they look within rather than without.
A long hike sounds wonderful. Remembering the maps she saw on display in the Academy library, Tegan paid
a visit. The section she wanted contained antique works. It held everything from stone tablets and parchment
scrolls to metallic objects that reminded Tegan of transistors. She was glad to find the area quite deserted, so
she could be ignorant in solitude. The maps were beautifully detailed, but of little use to her. The labels were
in a script that did not transform into English for her eyes. Standing across the map table from her was an
elderly man in a blue robe. Yellow embroidery edged the hems with the pattern of the seal of Rassilon, a
design that had already become familiar. His shoulders stooped under the weight of his robes and the golden
cowl looked oddly smooth atop a withered apple face. Under their hooded lids, his eyes were alert. I could
imagine stepping onto them and finding myself in the real location. Pardon me, my dear young lady, but you
are an alien, are you not? I am Omicron, Professor Emeritus of galactigraphy and related sciences. The Doctor
is the President now. Gallifreyans have a sad tendency to think of other sentients as savages hardly past
kindling fire. We call it that, galactigraphy, because the universe is even larger than Gallifreyan conception.
There is no universography. To the other side of the universe if you wanted? Are you about to go into all that
about the universe being curved? Because that makes my head ache. Is there some research I may assist you
with, my dear? Now, why were you looking at maps? None of these maps represents the Citadel as it is today.
However, the Citadel in an older form is on this very map. It was small and unlabeled. I mean, all created by
building up, not building onto something. This mountain no longer exists. It was consumed in the construction
of the Citadel, which has roots that reach deep into the mantle. Visiting the Shobogans, eh? I used to do so as a
young fellow, when going Outside was not so frowned upon. The Doctor never seemed bothered by the cold.
This is my last regeneration, you see. The sensation of warmth slowly seeping through my body is one I did
not appreciate as a young man. You are being treated politely? It was unhurried, but it got him places. He
showed her a projection of Gallifrey, first the whole globe, then piercing down into the landscape. Following
the view it made Tegan feel like a giant whose great strides crossed valleys and rivers. Apparently he had
meant it that he did like to surprise people. Of course, neither do I. I see you already know this, mmm, this
lovely young lady. I hope someone has mentioned to you how lovely you are, Lady Tegan? But better than
being lovely, she is unpredictable. I never expected to find her here. I wanted to look at the maps. Keludar
raised an eyebrow. I think I shall retire, now, but I hope that you will come to visit me after your trip and tell
me how you fared. Keludar stayed her with a hand on her arm. This place is one big hothouse. For all one
knows in here, the Outside might as well be winter all the time. This is Gallifrey, home of the Time Lords.
There are noble savages living the primitive lifestyle on many worlds, but only Gallifrey is Queen of Time.
There is so much more to see here, Tegan, than there is out there. Tegan turned away, then right back. She
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could tell by the way his face blanked that she was right. That was a good question. Why ask him to break a
rule for her, when whoever Morbius was or had been could not possibly mean anything to her? Perhaps I
should tell you what I know, simply to keep you from prying. For your own good, of course. Or was that a
pose, not a pause? Morbius was formerly Lord President of Gallifrey. He was stripped of his rank and exiled.
Shows a lot of concern for younger races, does it not? He promptly started a war, then the High Council had to
catch him and execute him. Keludar grinned at her. When Loomlings first leave the Creche, their minds are
vulnerable to meddling. To hear that a Time Lord could reach the highest office and pursue that level of vice
was unthinkable. Worse, it was human, and it occurred to her that asexuality might be a good thing when
applied to the habits of a race that could conquer galaxies. Keludar was no longer smiling; she might have had
to hit him otherwise. Ask your friend the President if you want to know more. And do enjoy yourâ€¦ visit to
the Outside. His remote gaze would have suited the statue of a Greek god. He took a step to leave, paused,
bowed to her, and walked away. Tegan thought of the map of old Gallifrey. Where she stood now had once
been at the foot of a mountain. The Citadel had devoured the mountain, and whatever name the people of
Gallifrey had given it in their youth was meaningless. The bones of the mountain still informed the spires
raised by the Lords of Time. Secrets may remain unspoken, but not unknown.
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His wife Mary and their children resent their mediocre social and economic status, and do not value the
honesty and integrity that Ethan struggles to maintain amidst a corrupt society. These external factors and his
own psychological turmoil lead Ethan to try to overcome his inherent integrity in order to reclaim his former
status and wealth. On discovering that the current store owner, Italian immigrant Alfio Marullo, may be an
illegal immigrant , Ethan makes an anonymous tip to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. After
Marullo is taken into custody, he transfers ownership of the store to Ethan through the actions of the very
government agent that caught him. Marullo gives Ethan the store because he believes Ethan is honest and
deserving. Ethan also considers, plans, and mentally rehearses a bank robbery, failing to perform it only
because of external circumstances. The will was drawn without any spoken agreement some time after Ethan
gave Danny money for the purpose of sending Danny to receive treatment for alcoholism. Danny assures him
that drunks are liars and that he will just drink the money away, and this is indeed confirmed when Danny is
found dead with empty bottles of whiskey and sleeping pills. In this manner, Ethan becomes able to control
the covert dealings of the corrupt town businessmen and politicians, but he is confident that he will not be
corrupted. He considers that while he had to kill enemy soldiers in the war, he was never a murderer
thereafter. Ethan learns that his son won honorable mention in a nationwide essay contest by plagiarizing
classic American authors and orators, but when Ethan confronts him, the son denies having any guilty
feelings, maintaining that everyone cheats and lies. His daughter, intuitively understanding his intent, slips a
family talisman into his pocket during a long embrace. When Ethan decides to commit the act, he reaches into
his pocket to find razorblades and instead finds the talisman. As the tide comes into the alcove in which he has
sequestered himself, he struggles to get out in order to return the talisman to his daughter. Baker â€” banker
Alfio Marullo â€” Italian immigrant owner of grocery store Literary significance and criticism[ edit ] Edward
Weeks of the Atlantic Monthly immediately reviewed the book as a Steinbeck classic: If at times the critics
have seemed to note certain signs of flagging powers, of repetitions that might point to a decrease in vitality,
Steinbeck belied their fears most emphatically with The Winter of Our Discontent , a novel published last
year. Here he attained the same standard which he set in The Grapes of Wrath. Again he holds his position as
an independent expounder of the truth with an unbiased instinct for what is genuinely American, be it good or
bad. Saul Bellow also lauded the book, saying: American criticism of his moralism started to change during
the s after the Watergate scandal ; here is how Reloy Garcia describes his reassessment of the work when
asked to update his original Study Guide to Winter: I did not realize, at the time, that we had a condition," and
he attributes this change of heart to "our own enriched experience". Narrative point of view[ edit ] Steinbeck
makes use of an unusual structural device in Winter, switching between three different styles of narrative
points of view. The novel is presented in two halves, Part One and Part Two, and each half starts with two
chapters written in third person narration. After these two chapters in each half, the point of view changes to
first person, narrated by the protagonist, Ethan Hawley. There are two exceptions to this: The three different
narrative styles are therefore:
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The second installment in Kathryn Miller Haines's Rosie Winter series, The Winter of Her Discontent sees Rosie
grotesquely miscast in a strange Broadway play, while she is attempting to prove the innocence of her friend Al, a
small-time crook who's confessed to murdering a big-time actress.

Tyler August 29th, at 2: Some degree of carbophobia is necessary to combat metabolic syndrome, now present
in 1 in 4 individuals according to the latest data. The consumption of whole grains, legumes, whole fruits, etc
are all associated with lower BMI and if you look around the world societies that consume very high
carbohydrate diets are some of the leanest. Carbo-phobia sabotages vegans, its very difficult to create a well
balanced vegan diet without it containing significant amounts of carbohydrates. Vegans, from my experience,
that avoid carbohydrates especially starchy ones end up deficit in some micro-nutrients, calories and often
protein. Anthony August 29th, at 2: This is true in most cases. But eating it directly will get cholesterol in your
system faster than eating saturated fat it seems safe to assume. Craving a direct source rather than craving an
indirect source makes more sense to me. What it a better guess? I honestly have no idea. It seems like a lot of
the people commenting on this post just cannot believe that someone could benefit from higher cholesterol
levels. If her cholesterol has been and her health was failing and she was craving eggs, then it seems less
reasonable to conclude that she was craving cholesterol. Sorry, I was not suggesting that her cholesterol levels
were normal. Thanks for your response and for your additional thoughts. I just rediscovered veganhealth. Jack
Norris RD August 29th, at 2: You found us on a particularly active day. Christina Arasmo Beymer August
29th, at 2: Krauss, director of atherosclerosis research at the Oakland Research Institute, explains that higher
LDL levels do help set the stage for heart disease by contributing to the buildup of plaque in arteries. But
something else has to happen before people get heart disease. Compare countries, for example. The Swiss
have even higher cholesterol levels, but their rates of heart disease are also lower. Australian aborigines have
low cholesterol but high rates of heart disease. One contacted me the other day, a low fat vegan and never had
cavities her entire life until she went low-fat vegan and her hair is falling out too. Clever transition goes here.
He is not a famous person with an image to protect. Jack Norris RD August 29th, at 3: Thank you for the kind
words. My main goal is to figure out how vegans can thrive as well as meat-eaters. Due to individual
variation, there cannot be one answer for everyone I strongly suspect. Upon going back to animal products her
menstruation normalized. Are you recommending the consumption of cholesterol rich foods? A deficit diet,
long-term, would result in irregular menstruation and a number of other factors. China is not racially
homogeneous, many Chinese in the east are more similar racially to Europeans than hans in the east of China.
Yes, it was the quality of her diet most likely and not that she needs to eat foods with cholesterol. As I implied
in my original post, Kristen considers the diet that many vegans are thriving on to be a junk-food vegan diet.
Why then, not try eating as a non-whole foods vegan for awhile? Just throw out all the rules and start eating
how you want? But it seems worth a try if you care about animals. Tyler August 29th, at 3: I, myself, have
given many opinions that are not based on scientific studies in this thread. But you talk as though you have
some sort of important amount of experience dealing with vegans and their ability to thrive, otherwise what
would your experience even matter? You and I have a clear disagreement in that most of the vegans you see
fail do so because they eat too much processed food whereas my experience is almost the opposite. One study
and done? That seems odd to me. Christina Arasmo Beymer August 29th, at 3: I read a few years ago that the
natives to the Pacific Northwest ate a lot of them and anyone in a Mediterranean climate would also consume
them. The villagers drink chai with thick, fatty milk and lots of spices to keep their appetites down and they
chew paan for the same reason. They are all very skinny. Fat and protein from dairy is very important. People
with darker skin have much, much lower rates of skin cancer. This is the last of the responses. Derek August
29th, at 4: If so, what should she be doing other than eating meat, etc to raise her total cholesterol? Jack Norris
RD August 29th, at 4: Maybe 2 teaspoons per day would be a good starting point. Tyler August 29th, at That
is, refined sugars, oils and starches and the foods created from them. You seem to clump all whole-food based
eating patterns together,but a whole-foods diet based on cooked grains, cooked legumes, nuts, fruits and
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vegetables is a lot different than a fruit based diet, raw diet, etc. One study and done That seems odd to me.
Dan August 30th, at 4: Conversely, unsaturated fats, of which there are barely any in coconut oil, lower
cholesterol. I have never heard of anyone craving cholesterol before and unfortunately most cholesterol levels
are drawn in the fasting state, rather than postprandial. But we eat multiple times per day some people eat up
to 6 times per day , so fasting overnight for 12 hours does not represent a normal physiological state for most
people. My point is that postprandial cholesterols could be high in someone with low fasting cholesterol.
Perhaps my baseline hyperlipidemia is what is allowing me tolerate a vegan diet so well. However, I know
many people with very low cholesterol levels who are completely asymptomatic and doing well, both on and
off statins. Ornish has replicated his diet in a prostate cancer clinical trial. It has also been used in his cardiac
rehabilitation patients and published in the literature. I am not skeptical about Ornish, only the tolerability of
ultra-low diets for most people. They are also not classically vegan as they include egg whites and low-fat
dairy. Dan August 30th, at 6: Certainly my genotype â€” cholesterol hyperabsorber â€” makes it impossible
for me to tolerate an omnivorous diet. The fields of nutrinomics and nutrigenomics are still in their infancy,
clinically speaking. And it does take a lot of work and time to achieve a balanced vegan diet. It took me over
17 months to make the full transformation omnivore to pesco-lacto-ovo-vegetarian to lacto-vegetarian to
vegan , some of which was the result of ethical contemplation and spiritual change, and some of which was
surmounting real culinary and knowledge limitations. Also please be wary of what people post in their
comments on the internet. Much of it is totally unscientific nonsense â€” in my highly judgmental opinion.
Caveat emptor I suppose! Andreas August 30th, at 1: I would love to see more research on this.
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4: Winter of Discontent - Wikipedia
The Winter of Our Discontent is John Steinbeck's last novel, published in The title comes from the first two lines of
William Shakespeare's Richard III: "Now is the winter of our discontent / Made glorious summer by this sun [or son] of
York".

Tishani Doshi 0 The morning her only child drove himself off a cliff, shattering seventeen bones, including his
C4 vertebra, ensuring, almost certainly, that he would never walk again, Mrs Rashid bought herself a goat. She
kept it on the balcony of her Bandra flat, and named it after her son Mansoor. Her neighbours wanted to
complain about the smell of shit and the constant bleating, but when they caught sight of Mrs Rashid in the
elevatorâ€”the clothes she used to fill out so nicely, suddenly baggy overnight, all her legendary beauty
disappearedâ€”they merely touched her softly on the shoulder and withdrew. Mrs Rashid made Mansoor a bed
of straw. She discovered that he slept through the night if she dropped a shot of whiskey into his milk and
bread. Her husband insisted on staying at the hospital, sleeping in a chair beside their son, making sure the
nurses were gentle when they came in to turn him around and dry out his lungs. Some of them prodded their
patients as though they were animals, as if, because they were old or suffering, they were somehow devoid of
feeling. Their son had charmed every one of them. In the morning, before going to relieve him at the hospital,
Mrs Rashid took Mansoor for a walk around the nearby playground, then left him tied to the grill of the
balcony with a pile of carrots and a dish of water. At the hospital there were girls. They had arrived within
hours of hearing about the accident. It had been amusing at first, then astonishing. Everyoneâ€”from the
neighbourhood kids who played cricket in the galis to the old biddies at the club who were forever offering
their granddaughters in marriage to himâ€”adored him. Her son was a rare creature. Somehow this had led to
his downfall. She believed in demand and supply, the laws of return. The girls gathered in the waiting hall
every day to sit under tube lights with scarves around their necks, ready to brave hours of air-conditioning.
The variety was staggering. Some were unquestionably beautiful. These Mrs Rashid did not bother with. But
there were others. Mrs Rashid wanted to know what her son had seen in them. What they did when they were
together. Why they felt the compulsion to show up here day after day, hoping to follow her down the bright
corridors for a few minutes. Mrs Rashid had told them it was impossible to accommodate so many of them.
She let them be, mostly. Occasionally, she ordered them to get something from the canteen. Salil Sojwal
When her son gave the signal Mrs Rashid tapped one of them on the shoulder and guided them to his bed. A
few times, when he was seeing the girl, Samara, she had discovered them sitting at the kitchen table eating
breakfast together. But she knew he would just call her a hypocrite. A secret part of her had believed that at
least if he were at home with a girl in bed, her son would be safe. In the end, none of those girls had protected
her son. Mrs Rashid knew she needed to think positively. There was no point asking questions. Her husband
was right. What was he doing with a group of boys he barely knew outside city limits at four in the morning?
What made him go back for that last drag around the cliff when they had just said goodnight? He was a good
boy. He knew his limits. Not a single person in the world could say a thing against him. They were all thinking
what she was thinking. How could something like this happen to a boy like that? Mrs Rashid had been the
most beautiful girl in her class. In , after she graduated from college with honours in literature, she became the
first woman in her family with a salaried job. Her looks, both parents agreed, were too good to be wasted
immediately on marriage. Mrs Rashid would have liked to pursue a career in acting, but that was out of the
question. A compromise was made on a profession that was both glamorous and respectable. Barely six
months into her life as an airhostess, Mrs Rashid announced that she had received a proposal of marriage from
Captain Rashid, a man eight years her senior. Her father only said it was inevitable someone would grab her so
soon. The Rashids went to London for their honeymoon. They flew first class courtesy Air India and stayed at
the Ritz for a week. He lavished her with love, was enraptured with her beauty. The memories of her first
week of marriage were the strongest Mrs Rashid possessed. They had been so greedy for each other, so ready
to divulge pieces of their past. It was almost painful to remember being that young, that innocent. Whether
there was a decisive moment or whether the years just crept in between them, making them grow away from
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each other like plants moving towards different sources of light. You know what they say about beautiful
women? He had just returned from a trip to Bangkok and had left his travel bag on the bed for her to unpack.
What angered her was not his obvious infidelity, but that he had not thought to spare her the knowledge. When
he came out of the shower she flung the condoms at him, watching the blue packets scatter at his feet. He had
looked old to her then, defeated, a man past his primeâ€”grey in his chest, belly swagging over the edge of his
towel despite his daily jogs. She was so tired of hearing her name from his mouth. The words, whatever they
were, hit directly in her stomach. All her life she had been waiting for this call, dreading it. Now it was here,
all she could feel was reliefâ€”waves of it, passing through her body. Her husband was already out of bed,
putting on his clothes. Mrs Rashid grabbed her handbag, and they were running down the stairs, getting into
the car, driving through the streets of Bombay, which were infested with sleeping bodies on the pavements at
this hour. Outside Mrs Rashid could see trees, spiny and dark, a big orange moon glaring over the sea. Her
husband drove fast, too fast. The girl Samara arrived only a week later. She lived in Philadelphia now and
worked as a corporate lawyer. She had changed since Mrs Rashid had last seen herâ€”sallower, skinnier. You
better come, Mrs Rashid said. When her husband saw Samara standing with Mrs Rashid, he nodded grimly.
Do you know what happened? Will you tell me? And Mrs Rashid could tell that she had planned to be brave
about this and not cry, but after taking it all in she started shaking, grunts escaping from her mouth, snot
flowing from her nose. I have no control over my hands. Give me a hug. Take me home with you. She
whispered in his ear, then straightened up and stepped back. It was the least they could do. It was strange for
her to be back in his room, surrounded by his thingsâ€”his helmets and running shoes and tennis
racquetsâ€”symbols of his old life that had nothing to do with the young man she visited in the hospital. My
heart beats out of my chest when I see you. How did you get so beautiful? Mrs Rashid put Samara in charge of
the girls. Girls she had known by names and professions. Yet when they stood in front of her she understood
very simply that they had loved what she loved. It had been love then and it was love now. But Samara had
wanted so much more. In America, she thought, they could develop into the people they were meant to be. She
worked hard in law school. Her parents, who felt her absence keenly, realised she was intent on making her
life elsewhere. They needed her permission before cutting her off from the city she had grown up in. They
were tired of this life and needed a change. Samara said yes, go, by all means. Samara had gotten used to
running her own apartment. She thrived on the anonymity of living in a city where she knew few people. She
had met Brianâ€”a tidy, unspectacular man unafraid of loving her, who was already talking about the down
payment for a house.
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5: Post Kiltum Depression: The Winter of Her Discontent |
Denise struggles through the challenges of a bad boss, a thankless job, a major winter ice storm, and squirrels invading
her house. Three of her problems are solved by the unexpected intervention of the fourth. Upon reading this story, you
might just think twice when opening a can of mixed nuts. A work of short, humorous horror from our Spectres line.

Fiction T - English - Chapters: Darn it all to heck. The disqualification of President Borusa leaves a gap at the
very summit of the Time Lord hierarchy. There is only one who can take his place. Yet again it is my duty and
my pleasure to inform you that the full Council has exercised its emergency powers to appoint you to the
position of President, to take office immediately. They had both heard him claim the title of President of the
High Council of Gallifrey. I must do this. And I would ask a favor of you two. They called upon the Master
for help. I had you, and many other old friends. I think it has been shown which was the better choice. Is that
what this is about, Doctor? It is a very wealthy world. Besides, I know you. I think your fellow Time Lords
will be glad to see the back of you in short order. I always thought of him as a principled man. Now I wonder
who else is going his route while claiming to respect the laws of Rassilon. Is Gallifrey beyond that? The
political conflicts of Gallifrey tend to work out in covert maneuvers. The Time Lords have long claimed they
follow a strict policy of non-intervention. Unofficially-- as an exile in dubious favor, I was often forced to
work towards their ends. The Time Lords once captured me and forced my companions to give up their
memories of our travels together. My last incarnation was voted the Presidency, but I never intended to keep
the office. It was a desperate measure to stop an alien invasion. Me, whom they call the renegade, the clown,
the eccentric. I am who I am, and my friends are my friends. Please come with me. As far as he was
concerned, his companions would serve as a living reproach to the arrogant ways of the Time Lords. He
watched their faces as they thought seriously about what he was asking. Turlough was intrigued, his pale eyes
sharp with curiosity. Tegan was staring at the Doctor as if she was reading something from his face. He had no
idea what she was thinking, which was unusual. In most ways Tegan was frank and outspoken. I understand
wanting to make your world a better place. The Time Rotor started pumping. It would be a short journey, a
mere hop to the Citadel. Leaving was not going to be as easy. Your review has been posted.
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6: â˜¥ porcelain heart â˜¥ (@winterofherdiscontent) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
Winter of her Discontent. The winter air gnawed at Weiss through her thin shirt and skirt, through her aura, through her
skin and bones. She would have clenched her fists to protect her fingers, but they had already been balled so tightly that
her nails dug into her palm since before she even left the warmth of the house.

They also assured her that she would be next in line to edit Vogue, if she could just hang in there until
Wintour stepped down. Eight months pregnant at the time, she crafted an elaborate dummy issue that "blew
me away," says Black. When she confronted her deputy about rumors of an imminent defection, sources say,
Betts fervently denied them. By the time she emerged, ten minutes later, the news had spread throughout the
building. Betts turned it down. Her departing words to Betts, says a Vogue source, were a terse "good luck. I
mean, I would have loved that. When the Times interviewed her shortly after she assumed the new post, she
complained that her old boss had not sent her a baby gift, a quote that some fashion insiders saw as peevish
and ungrateful. Chastised by Hearst higher-ups for her indiscretion, Betts apparently learned her lesson. She
has since turned down all requests for interviews, and she rebuffed all invitations to be interviewed for this
story. She did, however, issue a faxed statement: Born in London, she was the privileged offspring of a highly
political family. Her celebrated father, Charles, editor of the London Evening Standard during its heyday in
the sixties, frequently entertained journalists and politicians. Wintour says her mother raised her to have a
social conscience. From her father, "there was always this sense of deadlines," she says, "this excitement about
the news. My father had to rush us back from Venice. Certainly there were times when I could see him being
angry or upset. But it just seemed to have nothing to do with the person he was. Her brother Patrick, a political
editor, and her sister, Nora, now a human-rights worker in Africa, often teased her for being superficial.
Another brother, Gerald, died at 14, killed in a biking accident.
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7: Winter of her Discontent, a rwby fanfic | FanFiction
Post Kiltum Depression: The Winter of Her Discontent "But look, yon light in that window breaksâ€”'tis the moon on the
arse of Jamie Fraser, and yer mother needs a moment alone.".

Moncon December entry. She would have clenched her fists to protect her fingers, but they had already been
balled so tightly that her nails dug into her palm since before she even left the warmth of the house. That was
all he ever said. It was just on the verge of an I love you but detached enough to pierce with more pointedness
than Myrtenaster ever could. It hurt, but on some level Weiss appreciated his honesty. Lies about love would
hurt more; caring was believable at least, since the Schnee pride and company name were on the line. She
would be heading to Beacon in the fall. Father had agreed to that, if begrudgingly, in a discussion that left her
exhausted from holding back tears and tongue. That way you could attend school and be introduced to the
fundamentals of company management at the same time. They know how to respect their fathers. It was a yes
full of insults, but a yes nonetheless. And one more thing. Forget about being a huntress. Leave that to those
who are expendable. The Schnee family supplies the tools of war. It is up to others to wage it. That is
something your sister failed to learn. And that was when he hugged her. She stiffened, feeling his arms wrap
around her thin frame. Her application to Beacon would be accepted without a doubt at the very sight of the
name at the top. Well, she would have to prove that she was better than all of them, that was all. When she was
leading her team, no one would question her skill or right to be there. Even that was the least of her worries,
though. More than the anxiety of moving to another kingdom for school and above the pressure to succeed lay
the question of her future. Would she be able to pull off a life as a huntress and still manage to reform the
Schnee Dust Company from the inside, making it a more moral yet still immensely successful industry?
Altogether, it was too much for her. She felt as if the ground had a magnetic pull, and slowly gave in, lying
down in the frost-covered dead grass. A snowflake drifted in circles, landing on the tip of her nose. She felt it
slowly melt, the water dripping down the bridge of her nose and meeting tears that her eyes finally let slip.
The cold and warm liquids pooled together as she tried to keep her breathing regulated and failed. Things were
always formal at the Schnee household. That was how Father had taught them, and that was how things
stayed, even in private like this. Winter opened her arms and hugged Weiss, but only for a few seconds. You
know that you can talk to me," said Winter. You are in danger of catching a cold. Have you already met with
him? I did not want to be in a sour mood before seeing you. I assume from your demeanor that he has already
upset you today. I have heard it all. You know, he was originally supportive of my decision to join the
Atlesian military. He thought that I was doing it to advance his agenda, to bring the Schnee Dust Company
into a more tight relationship with Ironwood. When he realized that I simply wanted to protect Atlas and the
world, and that I was not looking for profit, he decided I was no longer a worthy heir. It is much less of a
burden on me now. In fact, I should apologize to you, for shifting the weight of the company to you. But you
are free to make your own choice, as well. I know you desire to be a huntress more than anything else, and you
should not let his expectations get in the way of that. There was a strength in Winter that she admired, far
different from the intimidating power and wealth of Father. It was a good strength, forged by taking the path
unpaved by fortune and social connection. Winter had built herself, and Weiss knew Father feared her, feared
someone of his blood who was not dependent on him for their success. After all, you want to make an
impression your first day at Beacon. Her cheeks were flushed, more from excitement than from the winter air.
Her voice was higher, teasing. Come at me, Winter! It was sharp and quick, like the cracking of ice, but
endearing still. You are as prepared as always. I just cut a snowflake in half. She raised Myrtenaster,
anchoring her feet in a combat position. Then, easing up onto her toes, she sprung forward, clashing against
Winter. Winter blocked the blow with ease, jumping back and then delivering a powerful strike of her own. I
can see you have been practicing. She was pushed back further and further until she saw what she thought to
be an opening. With a cry she lunged, infusing her attack with fiery dust. Winter dodged and elbowed her in
the back, sending Weiss sprawling in the inch of snow that had accumulated on the ground. Weiss turned over,
raising her hands. Winter smiled down at her. The author would like to thank you for your continued support.
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8: The Winter of Her Discontent by Chris Bauer
After the events of 'The Five Doctors', the Doctor accepts the Presidency of Gallifrey. With him come Tegan and
Turlough to discover what it is like to live on the Doctor's home planet.

She began to seem, well. Behind her, the crisp September sunlight is stained blue by a twenty-story Times
Square movie poster for Deep Blue Sea: A notorious workaholic with a cool, imperious manner, Wintour has
as many enemies in the fashion set as admirers. Last February, her affair with married Texas cell-phone
millionaire Shelby Bryan made tabloid news, wrecking her fifteen-year marriage to child psychiatrist David
Shaffer and frequently reducing her to tears. Then, in June, came another burst of unwanted publicity: Her
departure -- accompanied by several writers and followed by that of fashion director Paul Cavaco -- left
Wintour reeling to find replacements. Friends whispered that Wintour was burned out, bored with fashion and
more interested in joining society than covering it. Is she not doing as good a job? Wintour had agitated for the
move for years. The timing may have been coincidental, but it looked enough like a masterful counterstroke to
a season of bad publicity. But the most interesting spectacle, Wintour knows, will be sitting front row and
center. Tanned from a recent Greek vacation, she is dressed casually in a tight Calvin Klein shirt and a floral
Gucci skirt, her sunglasses tucked safely out of sight. She is picking at a rare burger, sans bun, and a baked
potato, her regular lunchtime meal. I ask her how it feels to read about her private life in the papers. Not long
ago, when animal-rights activists dumped a dead raccoon on her plate in this very room, Wintour coolly
ordered a waiter to remove the offending animal and continued with her meal. Today, however, she seems
battle weary and nervous. Suddenly, she shakes the bangs from her green eyes and looks up with a warm
smile. Shelby Bryan, 53, was a telecommunications millionaire, a well-connected Houston native with rugged
good looks and a wife of seventeen years. To observers, the chemistry seemed obvious. But friends say that
for many years they were genuinely close. Anna is a big fan of all kinds of game books.
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9: The Winter of Her Discontent â€“ Kathryn Miller Haines | Stewartry
The Winter of Discontent was the winter of in the United Kingdom, during which there were widespread strikes by public
sector trade unions demanding larger pay rises, following the ongoing pay caps of the Labour Party government led by
James Callaghan against Trades Union Congress opposition to control inflation, during the coldest winter for 16 years.

Inflation had peaked at Previous governments had brought in incomes policies backed by Acts of Parliament ,
but the social contract agreed that this would not happen. At the Annual Congress on 8 September the TUC
rejected a motion which called for a return to free collective bargaining which meant no incomes policy at all
once Phase I expired on 1 August This new policy was Phase II of the incomes policy. The Conservative
Party criticised the power of the unions and lack of any stronger policy to cover the period from the summer of
Unexpectedly, on 7 September, Prime Minister James Callaghan announced that he would not be calling a
general election that autumn but seeking to go through the winter with continued pay restraint so that the
economy would be in a better state in preparation for a spring election. Ford had enjoyed a good year, and
could afford to offer a large pay rise to its workers. The company was, however, also a major government
contractor. The number of participants grew to 57, During the strike, Vauxhall Motors employees accepted an
8. Political difficulties[ edit ] As the Ford strike was starting, the Labour Party conference began at Blackpool.
Terry Duffy, the delegate from Liverpool Wavertree Constituency Labour Party and a supporter of the
Militant group, moved a motion on 2 October which demanded "that the Government immediately cease
intervening in wage negotiations". Despite a plea from Michael Foot not to put the motion to the vote, the
resolution was carried by 4,, to 1,, The next day, the Prime Minister accepted the fact of defeat by saying "I
think it was a lesson in democracy yesterday", but insisted that he would not let up on the fight against
inflation. A decision to grant extra Parliamentary seats to Northern Ireland afforded temporary support from
the Ulster Unionist Party , but the Unionists were clear that this support would be withdrawn immediately
after the Bill to grant extra seats had been passed â€” it was through the Ulster Unionists agreeing to abstain
that the government defeated a motion of no confidence by to on 9 November. The government subsequently
entered into intense negotiations with the TUC, hoping to produce an agreement on pay policy that would
prevent disputes and show political unity in the run-up to the general election. Evans proved a weak leader of
his union, although it is doubtful whether Jones could have restrained the actions of some of the TGWU shop
stewards. After Ford settled, the government announced on 28 November that sanctions[ clarification needed ]
would be imposed on Ford, along with other companies, for breach of the pay policy. The announcement of
actual sanctions produced an immediate protest from the Confederation of British Industry which announced
that it would challenge their legality. The Conservatives put down a motion in the House of Commons to
revoke the sanctions. A co-ordinated protest by left-wing Labour MPs over spending on defence forced the
debate set for 7 December to be postponed; however on 13 December an anti-sanctions amendment was
passed by to The substantive motion as amended was then passed by to James Callaghan put down a further
motion of confidence for the next day, which the government won by 10 votes to , but accepted that his
government could not use sanctions. Lorry drivers[ edit ] With the government having no way of enforcing its
pay policy, unions which had not yet put in pay claims began to increase their aim. The first to take extreme
action were lorry drivers, members of the TGWU. However, the Operation would need the declaration of a
state of emergency in order to allow conscription of the assets of the oil companies, and the government drew
back from such a step. With petrol distribution held up, petrol stations closed across the country. The strikers
also picketed the main ports. While the oil tanker drivers were working, the main refineries were also targeted
and the tanker drivers let the strikers know where they were going, allowing for flying pickets to turn them
back at their destination. More than 1,, UK workers were laid off temporarily during the disputes. A further
plan was drawn up to call a state of emergency and safeguard essential supplies through the Army, regarding
which the government warned the TGWU leadership, which resulted in the union accepting 12 January a list
of emergency supplies which were officially exempt from action. Having been tipped off that the press were
present, his press secretary Tom McCaffrey advised him to say nothing and return immediately to work, but
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his political adviser Tom McNally thought that the image of Callaghan returning and declaring his intent to
take control of the situation would be reassuring. Callaghan therefore decided to give a press conference at
Heathrow Airport. He was then asked by a reporter from the Evening Standard "What is your general
approach, in view of the mounting chaos in the country at the moment? With many in the private sector having
achieved substantial rises, the public sector unions became increasingly concerned to keep pace in terms of
pay. The government had already announced a slight weakening of the policy on 16 January, which gave the
unions cause for hope that they might win and use free collective bargaining. With the succession of strikes
having been called and then won, many groups of workers began to take unofficial action â€” often without
the consent or support of the union leaderships. Ambulance drivers began to take strike action in mid-January,
and in parts of the country London, West Midlands, Cardiff , Glasgow and the west of Scotland their action
included refusing to attend emergency calls. In these areas, the Army was drafted in to provide a skeleton
service. Ancillary hospital staff also went on strike. The media reported with scorn that cancer patients were
being prevented from getting essential treatment. The Department of Environment noted that there were
bodies stored at the factory at one point, with 25 more added every day. The reports of unburied bodies caused
concern with the public. Although his response was hypothetical, in the circumstances it caused great alarm.
The main concerns were said to be aesthetic because bodies could be safely stored in heat-sealed bags for up
to six weeks. Waste collectors[ edit ] With many collectors having been on strike since 22 January, local
authorities began to run out of space for storing waste and used local parks under their control. Camden
Borough councillors, among them Ken Livingstone , avoided surcharge. Livingstone was Leader of the
Greater London Council at the time the decision not to impose a surcharge was made. Among these was Prime
Minister James Callaghan himself, who had built his political career on his connection to the trade unions, and
had practically founded one, the Inland Revenue Staff Federation. The government was negotiating with the
senior union leaders and on 11 February came to agreement on a proposal to be put to the TUC General
Council. In total in , 29,, working days were lost in industrial disputes, compared with 9,, in However, on 7
September , Callaghan announced that no general election would be held that year. According to Gallup ,
Labour had a lead of 5 percentage points over the Conservatives in November , which turned to a
Conservative lead of 7. On 1 March, referendums on devolution to Scotland and Wales were held. During the
election campaign the Conservative Party made extensive use of the disruption caused during the strike.
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